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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Sa be the unit sphere of P+l and let G be a graph with vertex set 
V(G). For A > 0, a A-imbedding of G in P is an imbedding of V(G) in Sd in 
such a way that two vertices in V(G) are joined by an edge if and only if the 
distance between their images under the imbedding is greater than A. 
If A > 43 then no graph which contains a triangle can be A imbedded 
in any P. However, Erdos and Rosenfeld [1] have conjectured that every 
triangle free finite graph can be 43 imbedded in some Sd. Recently Alspach 
and Rosenfeld [2] have verified the conjecture for bipartite graphs. 
The purpose of this article is to give a counter example to the conjecture. 
Indeed we shall show that if A > 2v’@ then there exists a triangle-free 
graph which cannot be A imbedded in any Sd. 
If A c d3 then an n-simplex T of side A can be imbedded in Sd for d 
sufficiently large. If G is any finite graph with n vertices then it is easily verified 
that G can be A imbedded in Sd, by slightly perturbing the vertices of T. 
I would conjecture that 47 is the best possible bound even for finite triangle 
free graphs. 
Some of the lemmas may be of independent interest. In particular, Lemma I 
loosely says that if the distances of a finite configuration behave, on average, 
like those of a simplex, then so will the radius of the circumsphere. 
2. LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let CX, /3, y be jixed positive numbers with y < /3 < cx. Let 
xl ,..., x8 be a set of points in Es-l with 
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Then, prouided s > 2y([,!3/(/3 - y)] + l)2/(a - p), l/re set {x1 ,..., xs} has 
circumradius greater than [( 1/2)~]l/~ 
ProojI For each point xi, i = l,..., s consider the sum & 11 xi - xj ji2. 
As 
the average value of z;zl /I Xi - xj /I2 is at least (s - 1)~. 
If & 11 xi - Xj II2 > (s - 1)/3 for i = l,..., s then we work with the set 
Xl ,..., xs . Otherwise, there exists i, say i = s, such that 
Consequently & & Ii X~ - xj II2 > + - l)a - 2(~ - 1)/X 
Write u = a8 and define as-r by 
(s - l)(s - 2&Ye1 = X(S - l)f&. - 2($ - 1)/3. 
We now repeat this process with the point x1 ,..., x8+ and so on. 
In general, if we have the points x1 ,..., xD with 
i II xi - xj II2 > P(P - 1) % 
i,j=l 
and 
f/~x~-xj~12>(p-l)/? for i=l,...,p 
j=l 
then the process ends. Otherwise there exists i, say i = p, such that 
- % II2 < (P - 1) /3. 
Consequently, 
9-l 
Jl II xi - q II2 > P(P - 1) % - 2(p - 1) /3 = (P - l)(P - 2) %-I 
where aP = [l/p(p - I)] {z+ - l)c~ - 2/3($ + **a + s - l)}. Suppose that 
the process continues as far as t = [p/(/3 - y)] + 1, with points x1 ,..., X~ 
remaining. Let 
7 = ,$yj~l II % - & II2 
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Then f(t - 1)~ > xi,jXl 11 ~i - xj 11’ > s(s - 1)~ - 2/3(t + .** + s - 1) = 
$(S - l)(a - /!3) + t(t - 1)/3. 
so 7) > (s/t2)(a - /!I) > 2y. 
Hence some segment [xi, xj] has length greater than (27)llz and so 
{Xl ,*.*, x~} has circumradius greater than [(l/2)y]liz as required. 
Otherwise, the process must stop at some integer U, t < z/ < .s. Then 
zycl 11 Xi - Xj 11’ > (Zl - I@, i = I,..., Zl. 
Consider the circumsphere of x1 ,..., xU . We may suppose that the center 
of this sphere is 0 and the radius is r. Then, as 0 must lie in the convex hull 
of Xl ,***> &L 7 there exist nonnegative numbers AI ,..., AU such that 
f &Xi = 0, i Aj = 1. 
i=l i=l 
ALSO 11 Xi - Xj iI2 zz 11 Xi Ii2 + 11 Xj iI2 - LI!(Xi , Xj) < 2r2 - Z(Xi, Xj). 
so 
Hence 
i Ai 11 Xj - Xj II2 < i Ai(2r2 - 2(Xi, Xj)) = 2r2. 
i==l i=l 
SO (U - I)/3 < 2r2u. Therefore &V < (f - l)@t < (U - 1)/3/2~ < P which 
completes the proof of the Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let [xl , x2], [yl , y2] be Iine segments in Ed, each of length at 
least A. Then 
x II Xi - yj II2 > Z12* 
l<i.j<2 
ProojI Write a = yI - x1 , b = x2 - yI , c = y2 - x2 , d = x1 - y2 . 
Then a + b + c + d = 0 and consequently b + d = -(a + c). By applying 
the cosine rule to each of the four triangles xIyIy2 , x2yzyI, xIyIx2 , xzy2xl 
we obtain 
II a II2 + II d II2 = -WY d) + II yl - y2 II2 
II b II’ + II c II’ = -Xb, c> + II ~1 - ~2 II2 
II a II2 + II b II2 = -X% bj + II xl - x2 II2 
II c II2 + II d II2 = --7Xc, d> + II ~1 - ~2 l12. 
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Adding, and dividing by 2, we obtain 
II a II2 + II b II2 + II c II2 + II d II2 = --<a + c, b + d) + II xl--x2 II2 + II yl-y2 II2 
= II a + c II2 + II xl-x2 II2 + II h-h II2 
> 2P 
as required. 
LEMMA 3. Let [xl, yJ ,..., [xS , yS] be a set of line segments in some 
Euclidean space, each of length at least A. Then there exists a subset X = 
{xjl ,..., x~~ , Y~~+~ ,..., yjJ where ( jl ,..., jJ is apermutation of (I ,..., s) such that 
~~ bzxxx II a - b It2 2 g 4~ - 11 
ProojI By Lemma 2, it follows that 
tazey II ii - b II2 2 2A2+ - i) 
, 
where Y is the set of all ordered pairs (xi , y& and (yj , xJ, i # j, 1 < i, j < s. 
If (.A ,..., jJ is a permutation of (l,..., s) and 0 < k < s consider the set 
X = {x~ ,..., xjk , Y++~ ,..., yjJ and form the sum 
~~ b)zxx 11 iI - b r- 
Now any pair (a, b) of X x X occurs in 2s-2 such products X x X and 
there 2s such products in all. So 
and hence there exists X such that 
as required 
LEMMA 4. Let n be a positive integer and write N = 2*-l, M = 2N-1. 
Let Ll ,..., LN be N (N - I) dimensional subspaces in general position in EN 
andlet &Al ,..., &AM be the 2Mopen regions of SN--l determinedby Ll ,..., LN . 
Then there exist n of these regions and their anteodes, say &Al ,..., -&An 
such that $x3 e AS, i = l,..., n and F is a facet of the cross-polytope conv 
{III% ,..., j=x,J, at least one of & ,...;LN does not meet F. 
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Proox Let &yl ,..., &ym be the vertices of the regular cross polytope Y 
in En and let PI*,..., PN* be N (n - I) dimensional subspaces in general 
position in En such that every facet of Y can be strictly separated from its 
antipodal facet by exactly one of PI*,..., PM*. (This situation can be achieved 
by a slight perturbation of those subspaces which lie parallel to the facets 
of Y). Then we extend PI*,..., PM * to N (N - 1)dimensional subspaces 
P 1 ,..., PN in general position in EN. The planes PI ,..., PN determine regions 
*cl ,..*, *CM of SN-r with, say, yi F Cc , i = l,..., n. There exists a linear 
transformation S2 of EN such that !2Pi = Li , i = l,..., N, Qyi = Z~ , 
l- = l,,.., n and, say, QCi = /ti, i = l,..., n. 
L,e.t xi E Ai , i = l,..., n and let F be a facet of the cross polytope conv 
{*xl ,-.*, *x~}. Let F* be the corresponding facet of conv{&zr ,..., &zJ. 
Then since Qyi = Zi , there exists j such that Lj does not meet F*. Further 
as Zi can be moved to xi in /ti, i = l,..., n and hence does not cross any of 
L 1 ,-**, Ln , Lj does not meet F, as required. 
We now define 5 transformations $i, i = I,..., 5 of the set Z of ordered 
pairs (j, f), I < j. t < k onto itself. 
LEMMA 5. Each q$ is a bijection of Z such that the first coordinates of 
+i(j, t) and +i(j, s) are dlflerent whenever s # t. Furthermore 
ProoJ The lemma is trivial for I$~ , i = 3,4, 5 and if (j, t) E Z 
It remains only to prove the lemma for & and & . 
Given (j, t) E Z 
+l(t, j - t) = (j, t) if t <j 
Further, if +r( j, t) = $l(j’, t’) then j = j’ and j + t = j + t ’ mod k. Since 
1 < t, t‘ < k, t = t’. Consequently IJ~ is a bijection. Also if (j, t), (j, t’) have 
the same first coordinate, &(j, t) and &(j, t’) will have the same first coor- 
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dinate if and only if j + t = j + t’ mod k i.e., t = t’. This proves the lemma 
for q$ , 
Given (j, t) e 2, 
+2Cj + t, tl = Cj, tl if j + t < ii 
qb2(j + t - k, t) = (j, t) if j + t > k. 
Further, if +Jj, t) = &(j’, t’) then t = t’ and j - t = j’ - t mod k i.e., 
j = j’. Hence q$ is a bijection. Also if (j, t), (j, t’) have the same first coor- 
dinate, 4$(j, t) 5&( j, t ‘) will have some first coordinate if and only if j - t = 
j - t’ mod k i.e., t = t’, which completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
Now let A > 2 dZ/ ~‘3 and choose /3, y so that 2 < y < ,8 < (3/4)P. Then 
choose a positive integer m so that 
With a view to Lemma 1 we choose a positive integer n greater than m and 
2~([/3/@ - y))] + l)2/(a - /3) and write N = 2+l. 
Let Ll ,..., Lk , where k > 5N be a collection of (N - 1)dimensional 
subspaces in general position in EN. On ,9*-l choose an antipodal collection 
*x1 ,a.., -&xD of points so that (i) each of the open regions determined by 
L 1 ,***, Lk contain at least one point of the collection and (ii) the open hemi- 
sphere determined by each of Ll ,..., Lk contain at Ieast n points. 
From the points of xi ,..., x9 form the triangle free graph G* with vertices 
*x1* ,..., *%* with edges {-xi*, xi*}, i = l,..., p. Let Li+, Li- be the points 
among *x1 ,..., &x9 in the open hemispheres determined by Lt. Then 
Lt+, Lt- determine two independent sets Jt+. Jt- among the vertices of G*. 
If G* is A imbedded in any unit sphere Sa of Euclidean space, we say that 
the pair (Jt+, Jt-) is good (with respect to the imbedding) if at least one of 
Jt+, Jt- contains a set of n vertices, say X, such that 
Otherwise the pair (Jt+, Jt-) is bud. 
LEMMA 6. If G* is A imbedded in Sd for some d then at most N - 1 
of the pairs {(Jt+, Jt--)}fEl are bad. 
Proox Suppose that there exist N bad pairs {(Jt+, Jt-)}& . By Lemma 4, 
there exist n open regions &A1 ,..., -&A,, of the open regions of ,!$*--I deter- 
mined by & ,..., LNsuchthatifxi~Af,i= l,...,nandifZJisafacetofthe 
cross polytope con{ -&x1 ,..., -kx%} there exists t, 1 < t < N such that Lt does 
not meet F. 
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By Lemma 3, there exists a “facet” X of the imbedded points 
kb1*,..., &x~*} such that 
(= bzxxx II a - b II’ 2 n(n - 1) G . 
If Lt does not meet the corresponding facet of conv{ &x1 ,..., &x~} then 
(Jt+, Jt-) is good which gives the required contradiction. 
3. 
THEOREM. If A > 2 $!I43 then there exists a triangle free graph G 
which cannot A imbedded in any Euclidean unit sphere. 
Proo$ We assume all the previous notation. Consider k copies of G* in 
five blocks, i.e., 
t{G:&~ . 
The vertices of G will be the combined vertices of these 5k graphs and their 
edges will be among the edges of G. The other edges of G will be defined below 
and will go between blocks i and i + 1 for i = I,..., 4 and between blocks 
5 and 1. To avoid this last case being always cited as a special case, we work 
mod5sothat5+1 = 1. 
Within each Gij there are the induced independent sets J& , Jzt , t = I ,..., k. 
The edges of G between blocks i and i + 1 are as follows. 
If x cz J& ad Y E J&Q,~) then (x, y) E E(G). Similarly if x E J& and 
y E J&Q,~) then (x, y) E E(G). For a given i, j, t we call this group of edges 
the connection between (J& , Jzqt) and (J$+l,+,.(j,i~ , J&i(j,i)). 
By Lemma 5, &(j, t) and r+$(j, s) have dmerent first coordinates if t # s. 
Consequently, as there are no edges between Gi+ldz(j,t) and Gi+14t(t,,Tj , G is 
triangle free graph. 
Suppose that G is A imbedded in some Euclidean unit sphere. We call the 
connection between (J& , J$) and (Jz+lbicj,f) , Jz:+l,+(j,tj) bad if the pair 
(J& , J&) is bad in the sense previously defined; otherwise the connection is 
good. By Lemma 6, there are at most N - I bad connections for a given set 
i, j, t and consequently there are at least k - (N - 1) good connections. So 
between blocks i and i + 1 there are at most k(N - 1) bad connections and, 
therefore, at least kz - k(N - 1) good connections between blocks i and 
i + 1. Consequently, there will be at least kz - 5k(N - 1) > I chains 
where &(j, t) = (j, t) and $i+l(j, t) = $I~ *a* r~&(j, t), i = l,..., 5 such that 
every connection in the chain is good. 
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Now #&, t) = (j, t) and 5 is odd, Consequently, for such a chain, there 
exists i, i + 1 and *, where * is one of + and -, such that .I$+) and 
J&.IQA contain a set of n vertices Xi and Xi+I respectively with 
,* bzXXX 11 a - b iI2 2 I?(/? - I) g for X = Xi and Xi+I . 
Also, if x E Xi and y E Xi+I then (x, y) is an edge of G and consequently 
11 x - y iI2 > A2. So, if Y = Xi U Xi+I, 
> 2!?(2H - 1) a. 
Consequently, by Lemma 1, the circumradius of Y is at least (l/dZ)~~/~ > I 
which contradicts G being A imbedded in a Euclidean unit sphere. 
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